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Dean of faculty
resigns amid
faculty pressures

Officials
arrest
alleged
student
rapist

by Jon Flnnlmore

The College Voice

by Rebecca Flynn
Editor In Chief

In the culmination of an investigation that began in September,
New London police have arrested a
19 year old former Connecticut
College sophomore and charged
him with raping two female students in campus dormitories on two
different occasions
John Gesmundo of Bolton, Connecticut, has been charged with two
counts of flfst degree sexual assault
for allegedly raping an 18 year-old
first-year student on September 14
and a 19 year -old student shortly
before Spring Break 1992, accord-

Patrick Ireland, former associate
professor of government who won
the
Student
Government
Association's 1992 Excellence in
Teaching award, left the college
last spring, in part because of a
vocal struggle with key administrators.
In an interview this week, Ireland
said, "In my dealings with the administration, I don't think I was
always dealt with fairly and honestl y, and that figured in my decision to leave. It shocked and surprised me that you couldn't always
trust people who were supposed to
be there to provide support and
guidance."
Part of the faculty dean's duties,
as outlined in the Information For
Facultv handbook, is to attempt "to
resolve faculty grievances."
A. ke)' spokesperson {or individual facu\t)' memben and d~ments, manager of the academic
~SRf!6IIPfII!I'ViM1ro£c~

the position or clean of

ing to the affidavit on file at the

initiatives.

New London Superior Court.
Gesmundo voluntarily withdrew
from the college this fall, according
The explosive director of Do the
to register documents.
Right Thing and Malcolm X will be
Detective
Captain William
Gavitt of the New London Police this year's keynote speaker for
Black History month. On February
Department has been investigating
this case since September, when a II, Spike Lee will speak in Paimer
first year student filed a complaint Auditorium to an anticipated
with police alleging that she had packed house.
Gerard Choucroun chair of the
been raped by an acquaintance.
Student
Activity Council, said that
According to Gavitt, the acLee's
agent
confirmed this date last
quaintance rape investigation expanded when another woman lev- semester during exam week.
Said Choucroun, "I expect a
ied a complaint against the man
pretty
full house. I don't want to
identified in the affadavit as
tum
any
Connecticut College stuGesmundo. This second young
dents
away."
Students must present
woman alleges that she was sexutheir
college
J.D. in order to purally assaulted by Gesmundo the
chase
tickets;
there is a limit of two
previous spring.
tickets
per
J.D.
First degree sexual assault, a
Choucroun and representatives
Class B felony, carries a penalty of
from
UMOJA, Students Organized
between 10 and 25 years in prison
Against Racism, IPRIDE, La

the faculty/provost

is rhe second
highest administrative slot, according to IFF.
"[The position] is charged with
overall leadership and oversight of
all academic departments and interdisciplinary major programs approved by the faculty," outlines the

document.
James' resignation, therefore.
reflects a substantial and abrupt
power shift in the college adminis-

tration.
It was after a series of meetings
with faculty, Claire Gaudiani,
president of the college, Niering,
and James, that the decision was
reached for James to resign and take
a study leave.
"[James] and I discussed her position and the work - her own
work and the work of the faculty,
and the extraordinary work she's
been doing all this time - and the

See Arrest p.?

decisions thatwere made came out
of these discussions," Gaudiani

College lauds Dean Joan King's contributions
by Kathy O'Connell
The College Voice

Joan King, associate dean of the
college passed away from cancer
on January 6.
King had been a faculty member
of Connecticut College since 1969,
when she took the job of dean of
Freshmen. She held that position
until 1987 when she was appointed
to associate dean of the college.
King also taught French classes at
the college.
Wayne Swanson, professor of
government and a friend of King's
said she "was verycommitled to the

study abroad program, but was distressed that it didn't allow students
to use scholarship money to travel

scholarship
fund for students
studying abroad was established in
her memory.
King was involved with stu-

said Friday.
Reeve acknowledged that a neSee Resignation p.7
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Joan King, former associate dean

abroad."
In an effort to fulfill her wish, a

Theresa Ammirati, director of the
Writing Center and a friend and
colleague of King's for 23 years, .
said King "attended every dance
and theatrical performance which
involved the students."
Philip Ray, associate dean of the
college, described King as having
"tremendous will and drive" and
said that "the college really benefited" from her dedication. She

ndre Lee experiences
Sports pp 14-16
rogram for minorities who Women's B-Ball
spire to the professorship.
soars to 11-1 reco rd

omics pp 6 &10

See Dean King p. 4
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Teaching, and learning, lessons
It may be. Hu I '1 ......... with SIIOW 011 theJfOUlld, but.
Maite aad IoRP!,mI'sl dIIII at Connec:tiad CoIIep bu
tIldedwithtbe.Jaaula'1ruip
fIoDofDorothyJ ..... rormer
deas of the tac:uIt1 aad .. 0.....
ColJllllU.DicallOllDigbtmaresandwldespreadJadl;offaithiJI
a lley admlaiJtralor have no plaal at an iDstitutIOIl lhBt
continuan, lauds ils staIB", IS an "up and coming" coIIegt:
with raculty opportunities and collegial dedsiOll-making.
Acwrcfmg IB the lFF. the clean or racuJty/proVll5l holds the,
SKond highest administrative jJOlIt and serves IS liaison be-

memben and depertmellts. adminiS-

Preen otlidals, faculty

Missing the point:

Elites treat symptoms of woes
Letter to the Voice,

Thank you for your commentary

of ruling elite sympathy. Asl stated
in the article, " ... prevailing ideas

on
my
article
"PC:
The
Perpetuators of Oppression" in the
last issue. I hoped thai it would
spark valuable dialogue on campus
and thus far has seemed to. How-

and notions appear LO compel the
ruling elite to make adjustments."
OvCS and COOL are two 01 our
"adjusUnenlS," However, nothing
of meaningful, significant change

been hearing similar complaints

hand arc dealt with. What is the
problem'
Explouarivc
: and

ten the aatdemic budget, supervises the implemenlation of
interdisciplinary programs and .lJlIInages curricular issues-I
IdeaUy, faculty members exped their dean 10 provide lead,;
enhip and a consistent l'OIce of ad_,
and llUPport '01'1
ever, your complaint reflects a obtains from them. Only the mere
faculty initiatfv~ needs and eeneeens,
.,.
misreadingof thetext. SinceI have symptoms of the real problem at
ColllUlclicut College Is dltlrling a new General~fi&lj

p1as, diversifying its corriculum, dosi!1& fatl.\lt.Y$8~

plM,l

!tMf'~ril'OjH1

and minimizing its .~
$IIwtfall.lt is in ..
nJellllhBl a ne'Ir (kwf1tiQflIlie Ihe!Wlm;J;lis~~9[t!tisl

from others, I am eompelied

10 re-

spond with some answers.

parasitical

social relationships

I never deride
consciousnessor awareness of
problems in our society. Quite the

dominated

by the ruling elite. The

I. In the article

opposite _ "Consciousness is neeessary for action, but in the idea of
our liberal ruling elite, consciousness has become its own end."
There is my point. Since the liberal
ruling elite holds "consciousness
raising" asan end in itself, all that is
obtained is a "slate of mind." We
must seriously rethink. our "consciousness raising" efforts. They
have become virtually impotent by
our own resistance to significant,
meaningful social change.
2. A common complaint is that
we do have action and significant,
meaningful
change
(vis a vis
OVCS, COOL,
CASE-J,
ClC.)
Barely. As for Case-J, it is primarifya vehicle of social awareness. Il

has been accused of being "Claire's
pel." Ilthis is so, then it is simply a
tool for advancement
of capital,
isn't it? Organizations
such as

_O_v_C_S_a_n_d_C_OO
__ L~ar_e_o~u::.t::g~ro::.w_t::.h:.:s_.:.::.forlS
- symptom
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4. In anticipation to accusations
that my December 7 article is simply "consciousness
raising" and
that therein I am doing just what I
argue against, my response is "yes"
and "no," Yes, consciousness will
arise from a reading or the text, but
even though it is a liberal argument,
it is firmly entrenched
against the
prevailing liberal ideology of PCism. PC calls on consciousness as
its own end, yet my article does not
limit itself to consciousness.
I am
compelled
by recent dialogue to
write a follow-up article on what
actions can be taken to obtain effcclive reSUll\) to these social di·
lemmas. Until next time ...
Sincerely,
J.R. Boisclair
Class of 1993

----_._--

·Paglia fires return volley
in battle with administration

Sarah Huntley
Editor in Chief (Newspaper)

right to ownershipof capital is held
by ali, bUI the means to it is not. We
are willing to treat the sym ptoms of
the oppressive social relationships
through vehicles such as avcs,
etc .. but the genesis of the problem
remains untouched. " ... The ruling
elite can now take part in the
movement to appease their own
consciences
and appear the benevoleru masters while maintaining status quo. Social order is thus
preserved and the oppressed are
satisfied by the new social consciousness of the ruling elite. Ruling elite interests are hidden within
its idea." This is not the land of
equality, this is the land-of capital.
Let us open our eyes to this I"act.
3. I do not "oversimplify
the issue." I am carefuJ lO lake alllhings
into account. Those "efforts in our
own backyard" Ihat you speak of
are answerable
to two questions:
First, what is treated by these cf-

and, is the ruling elite compelied to
make adjustments to accommodme
the new consciousness?
If so, do
they really carry any significanceor
arc they simply placations that we
can afford?
Significant
change
"obtains only when either ownership over capital is threatened Or
when it is profitable
to crcate
change."
Resistance to change is
the domain
of the ruiing elite.
Please consider
these questions
before reasserting that the article is
"oversimplified."
What has been
"oversimplified"
is a reading of the

I have received your letter of
December 5.
Let me see if I undersUlnd this
correctly.
Academic
correspondence from the president of Connecticut College is being written by
the director of public relations. Letters from professors addressed to
the president of Connecticut College are being answered by the director of public relations. Invitations to visiting academic lecturers
are being timed and made by the
dircctor of public relations. The selection of academic commentary
on a Yale Press scholarly book was

done by the director of public relations. Yet nothing in this pattern of
behavior, you maintain, could be
called a "publicity ploy."
The
wi idly
distorted
and
defamatory CQmmenL\) made about
Sexual fer.lOJ1ae by Connecticut
College
faculty-who
called it
"hate·litcrature,
as bad as Mein
Kampf or "David Duke"were
merely, in your words. "lively debate." I imagine you will have a
similarly cheerful interpreUllion of
the remarks of your director of
women's stud'ies on 60 Minutes
where she libelously declared Ihal;
am not critiquing thc excesses of
aca~cmic rcminisln but rcally "opposmg women." I'm afraid all Lhis

looks to me, and a lot of other
people,
like
Stalinist
disinformation,
ignorant lies by an
amoral women's studies establish·
ment concerned not with intellect
or learning but only with protection
of its clubby career turf. I'm afraid
you do not understand the difference bel ween debate and defamalion. It was the students who saved
my book at Connecticul ColI,ge.
Your Ictter simply provides more
evidence that Connecticut College
has somc serious problems and (lit~
erally, it appears, this fall) a leadership vacuum.
Sincerely,
Camille Paglia
Author, Sexual Personae

Operations Dire<:tor
to Sarah HIUIlJey. who this wuk completes he JI)(Jlh USIamaking MT t~ sole swviviltg membu of The Voice's own UnJury club.
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Professo~ Gezari offers clarifying rebuttal
to assertIOns regarding Sexual Personae
,
Letter to the V Dice,

I have to correct one or Lauren Klatzkin'sassenionsinh
_
"
.
.'
TheCol/ege Voice: I never compared C
IP
er bter to Camille Paglm publtshcd
,
.,exua ersonae toMe' K
.r

_ '
to last week s
.
the sprmg semester, I attended no meel·
f h
tn artlpj, Becausel wasonsabbaticalleavcdunng
tOgs ate
Sumrne R I··
It .
thcrefore, Lauren cannot have been "p
h
r eae 109 Committee with concerned facu y,
rescnt to car" me n 'k . .
'
about Sexual Personae were published ·,n
I
ld C such a statement.
My only public statementS
.
my eller to the e(l·tI or 0 I·.J.Jle Col/eO('
•
.
Iy,
'<,> • [lo,·ce
••
SlOc~re
Janet G~~ri
Prufessor of' Engl~

CONNTHOUGHT
Some potential
pitfalls for the
politically correct
Political correctness has carved a
new vocabulary within the academic community. The new language reflects a more specific and

precise recognition and respect of
ethnicity

and ancestry

American

population.

of

the

Blacks me

"African Americans," whites arc
"European Americans:' and females arc referred to as "wornyn"

rather than girls.
Word choice in everyday Ianguage has become thc object of
scrutiny

and constant

attention;

the

categorizations and labels for dif-

OKA'! ( 0 VA'! ~S:::) 1<.

R'f f

•
M"EANl To sA'! I
\'WOM"I!'J"gEL01\J6 IN Tff~
I

KlICH-eN!

both disrupt and stunt the speaker's
train of thought. After a few of these
exasperating and embarrassing encounters, one very well might decidc to just adopt the prescribed
vocabulary so they might complete

their ideas unmolested by the P.c.
patrol. In this way. the politically
correct language is toistcd upon the
individual. Word choice becomes
as much a focus as the ideas and
bel icfs themselves.

I

In a politically correct society,
superficial language becomes of
the utmost importance. Words and
phrases have come to
represent, even ernbody, major themes of
power and oppression.
What is most dangerous about this scenario
is that this language
can cllccu vely be used
to replace real action.
Although
most
people match their
words with a genuine
advocacy for equality,
a self-righteous, hypo-

While the politically correct
represent a force for change
and diversity awareness, and
are very powerful, they are
potentially very dangerous.
Language, while it is a crucial
component of society, is not a

perfect or polished incarnation

critical

\

few sec using

the accepted language
as jusuficauon
for
smugness and complacency, and for exemption from action.
They do not practice
what they preach - they merely
preach, and, in doing so, condescend upon the supposedly "less
enlightened"
or
"ignorant"

(

of one's thoughts and ideas.

fcrcnt factions themselves have
come to indicate and reflect rcspect, or lack thereof. Those who
violate the parameters of this politically correct vocabulary arc seen as
radical, bigoted, or stubborn and
intractable. As far as the "P.c."
advocates are concerned, these arc
rebels without causes, and are
largely without vision or moral
consciousness within thc corucxt of
an aware and open-minded institulion.
While the politically correct represent a force for change and diversity awareness, and are very powerful, they arc also potentially very
dangerous. Language, while it is a
crucial component of society, is not
a perfect or polished incarnation of
one's thoughts and ideas. In an cffort to complete expression of a
thought, one may selecl the most
convenient of accessible words to
express his or her idea. Conversations aredynam ic and spontaneous.
Participants make mistakes wilhin
them, but errors in articulation arc
often overlooked in order to facililate or expcdile the exchange between parties.
Some politically

correct individu-

als have formed a "P.c." patrol,
taking it upon themselves to monitor and criticize
lhe language
choices of others, sometimcs SLOPping lhe speaker mid-sentence to
point out a verbal m isslep.
These frustraling
interruptions

masses."
Language is a tool for expression
and a vehicle for ideas. However, if
is given primary or ultimate considoration. it displaces the meanings
behind the ideas themselves. Political correctness cloes have merit in
that it presents a more accurate and
sensitive version of reality. However, the language itself is not reality. Again, it is a tool which, along
with mental perception and the
senses, interprets and conveys reality.
For example, i one gets caught
up in exactly what kind of hammcr
someone is using. he or she is ncglecling to look i.1llhe eOlire structure thaLhas bcen buill. Clearly the
building is the more significant and
lasting of the two, and warrants
greatcr allcntion <lndconsideration.
Wilhoullllcaning
and directed intent behind it, polilically correct
language
becomes merely
a
method of image control and ma-

r

nipulation 01" the system for per·
sonal gain. Look for the quality of
the substance rather than critiquing
the form or packaging. Using the
"riglll" vocabulary wi II never be an
mlequale substitute for taking ac·
lion or making a difference.
Christ)" Burke
Class ul' 1993

I
f

Crap/we IJ} Kalil}

Burdette

You, too, must play your part
On a bright, clear day, Bill
Clinton was inaugurated into office
as the 42nd President of the United
States in a ceremony which all but
overshadowed the decaying South
side of washington
just a few
blocks away. Many feci that the
best part of his speech was that it
was "only" fourteen and a hair minutes loog. Others appreciated that it
addressed the same issues which
his campaign focuscd on the
middle class, health care, thc unemployed, arms proliferation. Others
were nOl impressed - bel ieving
that the speech had no memorable
quotations which onc can chisel
imo a marble statue or engrave into
a plaque in years to come.
Yet, while addressing the myriad
of problems which he as President
must face, President Clinton made
a Stalement which was undeniably
clear: a working government depends upon the integrity and energy
of lhe citizens it represenls. "No
PresidenL, no Congress, no govcrnment, can undertake this mission

alone.

My fellow Americans, you
tOO must play your part in our renewal," he SUitedin his speech.
"I challenge a new genermion or
young Americans to a season of
service - La act on your idealism
by helping
troubled children,
keeping company with those III
need, reconnecting our torn COIllmuniucs."
He stressed that our
spirit is the key to this success and
that in order toachievc Lhcdomcslic
goals on his agenda, this energy
plays a villil part. He w"-, photographed jogging in a City Year (an
urb,-10 Peace Corps program
rounded in Boston fivc years agu)
T-Shirt th~ day bcrore, surel}' using
the photo-OJ) a'i a form or publit:H}
for a SLIong commul1Jty prog!~I111
that works due lO thc energy of it\
members.
It is obvious that we livc in <.I
community thm woulcl apprecialc
anYlhing which we, '-IS members of
the "college up on the hill," can do.
Indecd,justa half-mile down Route
32 is Winthrop Highrisc -an ovcr-

The College Voice

crowded housing development
erected with the purpose of housing
about halfof those it docs now. The
soup kitchens and homeless shellers such as Covenant House have
been experiencing a significant inCI'C<l'iC of people in need of their

services due to the fall of the
economy. Schools are consistently
in need of bilingual tutors, as more
lowe r class imm igrams llrrive in the
New London county area.
Indced, this is the case and has
been this way for decades. Butthc
signiJicant thing about lhe present
is thUl not since Kennedy has there
been a timt: when thc issueof public
,>cf\'iltldc has been so impressed
upon AmericiJll CItizens. I challenge you to put your biiJSCSand
judgements of our new President
aside and aCl on your own volition
to hclp beller the community
around us. His charge is unquestionable - the time LOact is now.
Nat D:1l1wn
Class of 1993
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Teaching Institute motivates
tomorrow's educators of color
The IRT program shows students
that they have the power to earn a
Ph.D and become professors. The

by Grog HalD..
Th.

Andre

c_.

Vok.

=

wrote the previous night, Students
are taught the Pnnceton GRE
preperatory techniques. Guest lee-

Lee, a Connnecticut Col-

program takes students by the hand turers, usually successful people of
through the graduate school appli- color, often come to speak. Ted
lege senior, last year attend
an
tion process, which Lee said IS Sizer, an author, spoke about alterintensive program for gifted• _..1co.l- ca
. programs.
relatively inaccessible to stu d'ents nauve e d ucation
lege juniors of color interes."'" Ill.
L
id
.
f color.
ee sal It was re fres himg to be
becoming teaehersin the soc ial SCI- 0
ith ..
Before they begin the program,
31ll0ngotherswl. asumlarpointof
enees or humanities.
lik h
H
The Institute for the Recruitment
students are assigned William
reference
e IS own. e enjoyed
of Teachers in Andover, MassaShakespeare's The Tempest, Claud talking with other African-Amer].
chuseus is a four to five week pro- McAy's Banana Bottom, and cans who attended mostly white
, the goal of which is to com- works in philosophy. The daily colleges.
gram
Lee said he "could finally declasses are intensive training sesbat the lack of minority educators
sions
that
prepare
students
for
scribe
the frustration of feeling like
in higher education. Students w h 0
.
graduate school. Lee said the work people view m,e as the spo.kesper"are accepted receive a $ I000 su,
II's
harder than in graduate pro- son for all African-Americans,
pend and reimbursement ror trave
s. He said the main difference
Said Lee, "It was the first time I
gram
expenses.
. 11
I
.
Lee attributes the lack of minorbetween college and graduate
had an mte ectua conversauon
ity educators to "socialized inferischool is that graduate school
with ... students in my position." He
oriry." He said thefeeling of inferistresses endurance.
said he felt freer to speak his mind
ority often discourages minorities
IRT classes go straight from 8 at the Institute.
from continuing their education.
a.m. to 9 p.m., when students start
Kelly Wise, the director of IRT
The institute's training is so sue- work on daily paper assignments.
will talk about the selection procecessful that 69 percent of graduates
The institute's instructors stress a dures for the program and intergo onto graduate school in proconcise and critical writing style. viewing students on Friday 1:00 in
grams aimed at Ph.D's, and 98 At IRT students read seven books the PepsiCo Room at Unity House.
percent of IRT graduates are
and articles about minority issues. For more information call Profesawarded graduate fellowships with
A typical day includes a morning sor James at extension 2762.
stipends.
discussion of the papers students
ed

j
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Joan King, fonner associate dean of the college.

Colleagues mark
Joan King's passing
Conlinuedfromp.l

"contributed in all kinds of ways
and did more for the students than
most others could"
Claire Gaudiani, president of the
college. said "she was a woman of
wit., intelligence and compassion.
The ~\nd o{ peesow 'Who is perma-

She was "loving, compassionate,
and had an immense capacity for
joy." Ray remembered King's
"great sense of humor" and said that
she was "great fun to chat with."
In addition to her interest in the
arts, King was an avid Celtics and

Red Sox fan. and could be seen
~dy mernorab/cfor students.Fac- rooting for the Camels at the basketball and hockey games.
ulty and stafTand she will be greatly

Professor emeritus of Connecticut and ex-mayor
of New London publishes book of comic verse
by Susan Reuer
Features

E4Hor

beat her J We fondly hope that this
eJectionj ;Will nor impair our
George's erectionjNorbea source
of endless strife! Throughout a
blameless married life."
The preface of this eighty page
book is almost as interesting as the
poems inside. Morris writes, "I
found that I tended to write littleand big-pieces of doggerel about
the passing scene. I 310 often asked
to hand-tailor one for ceremonial
occasions. These I now gather together in a slender volume, in the
hope that you may get a good laugh
here and there."
Morris graduated from Vassar
College in 1929 and received a
Master of Arts and PhD. from
Stanford University. She taught at
Vassarfrorn 1930 until 1952, when
she came to Connecticut College.
She was the Lucretia L. Allyn professor of economics and held the

title of College Marshall during her
twenty two year stint at the college.
She retired frum Connecticut College in 1974_
Morris became the first female
mayor of New London in 1975 and
held this position for a year. She is
still involved in local politics,
serving as a member of the City
Council of New London. The programs she works on include recycling, garbage disposal, water supply, tourism and senior services.
Comic and Candid Comments is
available at local bookstores for $7
and will soon be sold at the Connecticut College bookshop. For
another dollar you can own the
author's booklet titled "Dollar

Joining the ranks of Connecticut
She enjoyed traveling, especially
College
faculty authors is professor
to Europe. King also liked gardenemeritus
Ruby Morris Turner.
ing, doing crossword puzzles, and
Morris,
84,
who has just published
was a talented cook.
Ammirati de- a book of doggerel titled Comic and
scribed King as Candid Comments.
'She was a woman of great
Doggerel is defined by the
"the most alive
person I've ever American Heritage Dictionary as
wit, intelligence and
known;
she "verse of a loose, irregular rhythm
compassion, the kind of
or of a trivial nature." Morris calls
loved
every
person who is permanently
herself the "Doggerel Laureate of
minute of life."
There
was
a
New London." The book contains
memorable for students,
memorial ser- poems about many past and present
faculty and staff .'
vice for King on Connecticut College faculty and
staff members.
January ninth,
- Claire Gaudiani,
In "A Tribute to Tink and George
and the details
for an additional Willauer" Turner writes: "Tink is
president of the college
Poker." This ex-economist claims
now a f31ll0USwoman/While darcommemoration
she has a way of playing poker in
are being dis- ling George is just a Chairman.!
which "no one can lose over $1 and
dents get the most out of their col- cussed.
With all respect he'll have to treat
gives 46 variations (Wild Card,
lege life."
Schmidt encourages any stu- her j And not berate, not carp, nor
High Low) of basic stud and draw."
Swanson said that King was es- dents having a difficult time dealpecially interested in "risk students ing with King's death to visit the
who didn't quite measure up to the Office of the Chaplaincy and the
Syracuse University
college's academic standards but counseling services.
Division or International Programs Abroad
just lacked self confidence." Said
Catherine Stock, assistant pro119 Euclid Avenue
Swanson, "She was very disap- fessor of History and Margaret
Syracuse. New York 13244-4170
pointed when students left Con- Sabin, visiting professor of English
315-443·3471 or 1-800-235.3472
necticut College."
and Women's Studies have been
Steve Schmidt, chaplain of the assigned to take over King's duties
college, said that King had "agenufor the rest of the school year.
ine love for the college."
Schmidt said that King kept in
SYRACUSE
ABROAD
contaet with many students after
• Programs in Africa, Australia, Czech Republic, England,
college and, because of her efforts,
France, Germany, Hungary, Israel, Italy, Poland, and Spain
they "felt connected to Connecticut
• Prior foreign language not always necessary
College after graduation."
.
·su credit
Ammirati said that King's
•
Field trips/traveling seminars
"friends will miss her very deeply."
• Internships
Rooms for Rent Quiet-choice of
·······sPRING BREAK93
.
• Study for a semester, a year, or a summer
rooms-fireplace-private enterance- Cancun, Bahamas, Jamaica from only $399!
• Home or limited apartment placements

missed."
Ammirati said King "had a profound interest in her stndentsand
was instrumental in helping stu-

PI~aserecycle

A

World

of

Difference

''':\
';'"
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outside smoking- Please call Tom
Nicholas 203-572-4\83 at the
Lantern Hill Inn, 214 Lantern Hill
Ledyardcr 06339

Daytona from $1491 Organize a small group
and travel FREE! Call Now! New England's
Largest Spring Break Company! •
Take A Break Vacations 800-328-SA VE
I
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FEATURES
College ceremony celebrates
life of Martin Luther King Jr.
by Susan Feuer
Features Editor
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Cutting edge director, Spike Lee will come to Palmer in February.

Spike Lee - explosive
director - set to pack
Palmer Auditorium
Corainuedfromp.

1

ticut College student."
"Unity clubs get similar funding
for lectures;
the attendance
for
these lectures has been fine, but
there's never been the majority of
the campus there. We've never had
a huge narne speaker, except for
Sarah
Weddington,"
said
Choucroun.
"Our meetings were not 'Let's
get Spike Lee' but 'Who should we
get'," said Choucroun,
They all
agreed on Lee.
Said Choucroun, "As far as major figures in American society who
do speaking tours, Spike Lee is
pretty big. There's not many more
outspoken or well spoken people
than Spike."
He said, "We wanted to generate
discussion.
We wanted
to get
people there. It's a question of
getting people talking and thinking
about issues of race in America."
Allison From, co-chair of SOAR,
said, "We wanted S pike Lee because he's very controversial; he'll
draw a lot of people. Spike Lee is a
fantastic speaker .I've heard. I think
it's important
that we educate
people. This will educate people."
Jenny Fuss, also co-chair
of
SOAR, said, "I'm excited about
him coming. Although he's somewhat controversial
I like the wa

CANCUN JAMAICA
BAHAMAS & MORE
HEATWAVE VACA·
TIONS SPRING BREAK
1993 ABSOLUTELY
THE LOWEST PRICES
GUARANTEED FOR
MORE INFORMATION
CALL
l--(800}-395-WA VE

his

'he does
films. His films deal
with wings· that a lot of people

aren't really willing 10 look at or
accept."
Said Choucroun,
"We won't
know the cost of the event until
every ticket is sold. It is a significant
amount of money, probably around
$12,000."
The funds thatare generated from
the event will be earmarked for another event, the cultural festival that
SAC and the Unity clubs are planning.
The event will be held in April,
but "is still in the planning stage,'
said Choucroun.
Tickets will be sold for this event
through Palmer box office and are
scheduled to go on sale on Monday
for students. Tickets for ConnecticUI College students are $3; tickets
for non-students are $8 and will go
. on sale a week from Monday.
Palmer Auditorium has 1298 seats ..

The Reverend
Imani-Sheila
Newsorne-Mcl.aughlin,
the assistant dean for student affairs at the
Boston University School of Theology was the guest speaker for the
college's
ninth annual
Martin
Luther King Jr. Memorial service
on Monday.
Newsome-McLaughlin
based
her sermon titled "And We Are Not
Saved" on the prophet Jeremiah, as
the scripture reading for the service
was from Jeremiah 8: 18-20and 22.
"Jeremiah was a reluctant prophet.
He was called by God to preach and
ran for his life," she said.
"Jeremiah
was preaching
the
truth with nobody listening. He was
heartsick. Heartsickness
is worse
than a broken heart. You know, you
have a broken heart because the
cute boy you like doesn't like you.
But heartsickness
is worse," she
said.
"He uttered theSe words, 'The
harvest is past. the summer is ended
and we are not saved. In Jeremiah's
time. there were no supermarkets.
no Seven Elevens. In a good year
there would be flax. wheat and barley. In the summer ·there would be
dales,

£igs

and

grapes .... said

Newsome-McLaughlin.
Said Newsome-McLaughlin,
"But if the rain did not come, there
would be nothing. If a crop failed
miserably the whole community
would go hungry and feel like their
work was in vain."
"Martin Luther King Jr. was
called in his youth to preach. King
understood the work of planting
very well. King began to till the
American soil. King moved forward planting the seeds of his message for justice," she said.
"He felt despondent when threatened by the knowledge of assassination attempts against him. In Albany, Georgia he was laughed out
of town by whites and blacks. He
gOI heartsick," she said.
"Jeremiah and his son Martin
Luther King Jr. leach us something.
If you want to be a leader, if you

want to be a prophet you have to
walk alone. The way you reach
your goal is to keep in step with
hope. We only want to embrace
hope for a minute because it makes
us feel good," said NewsomeMclaughlin.
"We, the privileged teachers and
students have a chance from this
hilltop to view the landscape of our
hopes and visions. IJi the last few
days we have dashed to the coronation of our new king and were told
'Don't stop thinking about tornorrow,''' she said.
"In his book Where Do We Go
From Here, published in 1969, Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr. wrote of a
great world noise. Since he wrote
this, our world has become smaller.
We are overwhelmed.
We are
crowded. Bosnia is a pit of blood.
This battle in Bosnia has distracted
us from battles in Ireland Liberia
Mozambique,"
she said. '
,
"Domestic
violence rises with
every economic wind. The friends
that aren't in college 'are dying of
alcoholism
and doing drugs and
shooting each other. We're kicking
each other to rise to the top. Racism
has been disguised as a new democratic
order,"
said NewsomeMcLaughlin.
l-roday

our

vesY

survivaJ de-

pends on our abWty to stay awake.
We must transform mis worldwide
neighborhood
into a brotherhood.
Our hope is our resolute detennination to seek the good. Wecan'tslJly
here forever. We have to graduate.
I know it looks bad but there's
hope," she said.
The Reverend ended her sermon
by saying, "We are going to be in
charge. We must not be weary in
tilling the good soil of this land. In
this season it looks hopeless. It
doesn't mean there won't be another season."
Newsome-McLaughlin,
an ordained minister
in the African
Methodist Church, is the first African-American
to hold her position at Boston University. She said
she got married in September of
1992 and her husband was in the

"He is a gift of God," she said.
Newsome-Mclaughlin
has been
on the administration of the School
of Theology since 1990.
She holds a Master of Education
in educational
consultation
from
the University
of Vermont.
Newsome-Mclaughlin
completed
her Master of Divinity at Boston
University School of Theology.
In addition
to NewsomeMcLaughlin's
sermon,
Priya
Mathur and Leilani Gonzales read
excerpts from King's book, Where
Do We Go From lIere. Mathur, the
political chair of Students Organized Against Racism and a voting
member of the Minority Student
Steering
Committee,
said, "I
thought the preacher was brilliant.
She's an amazing woman. I was
quite pleased with the turnout considering the timing of it, being the
day everyone was coming back
from break."
Because of a last minute cancellation, Gonzales was asked to read

only one hourbcfore the ceremony.
Gonzales said,"l could have easily refused to do the reading because I'm jJCtrifled about getting in
front of peopte eSjJCcia\\~ with

somethingas imponan\a~ teadi.t\,& a
passage from Martin Luther King's
book. .Howe."",-

lV1'I6n

7

w.&i"~-

viewing the passage that / was

given,

the

words

were

very inspira-

tional and powerful for me. I knew
the material and words would speak
for itself and all I had to do was

read."
Carl Bernard also participated in
the service by singing a song titled
"Michael" that he had written for
the service,
Bernard said, "We still now have
to work together between black

men and white men and all men lO
work out problems.

I wrote a song

about black men."
Joseph Silvestri, associate director of College Relations, said that
classes were cancelled on Monday
to allow students an extra day to get
back to school and get settled in.
They were not cancelled to commemorate King's birthday, he said.

congregation.

----------------------,

DON'T BE A MEMBER
OF THE UNCONCIOUS
SOCIETY ...
WayOul ..Wear Design Co. is seeking
Sales Reps who want to help spread
Positive Thought and Eam Extra Cash
in their Spare Time with No Hassels!

Please call for your FREE Brochure

1·800·3WAY·QUT
Because it's not JUST a shirt,

IT'S A CONCEPT!!!
FUN D R A I S E R:
~

Looking
for student ~
groups to sponsor
us on campus.
Fast,
e a s y, big $$$$$$'s.
Call (800) 592-2121
ext. 309
I
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NEWS
James' resignation
spurs provost search

Weidmann
named Vice
President for
Development
and College
Relations

goLiated resignation

by Jennifer LeVan
Associate News Editor

K. Timothy Weidmann has been
selected
to replace
Steve
Culbertson as the Vice President
for Development and College Relations. The replacement has been
effective since January 25, 1993
following an intense search by a
committee consisting of students
and faculty who worked closely
with the trustees.
Paul Weissman, the trustee who
heads the board's development
commiuee said, "We are strongly
behind Tim Weidmann. We are enthusiastic about attracting such a
thoughtful and successful leader
for our efforts to increase all giving
to Connecticut College and triple
our endowment"
Weidmann's past experience includes four years of fundraising at
Yale where he solicited gifts for a
$125 million Campaign for the
medical school.
Weidmann also has been responsible for staff fund raising for the
schools of medicine, engineering,
law. music. speech, dentistry. management, and the Office of Corpo-

rate Relations during the five and a
half years he spent at Northwestern
University.
At Northwestern, Weidmann developed the strategy, wrote and
managed the proposal that secured
the gift to create the Feinburg Cardiovascular Research Institute.
This gift totaled $17 million, the
third largest in Northwestern's history to that date. He also completed
two $10 million gifts to name a

K. Timotby Weidmann is to be the college'S nes vlce- president for
Development and College Relations.

library and a center plus $4.75 million in gifts to name four chairs.
Weidmann's campaign experience includes his personal direction of Northwestern's Campaign
for Medical Research and the Life
Sciences. This campaign had
raised$67.7million, 104percent of
its goal, when it finished in November. He was also responsible for the
direction of the $90 million campaign for engineering and physical
sciences at Northwestern.
Weidmann said, "1 let the search

Weidmann said, "I accepted the
job because 1was impressed by the
dedication that the Connecticut
College board members, alumni
and staff showed to the college's
vision ofliberal arts education. The
Development and College Relations staffs are capable, enthusiastic and dedicated, and I am eager to
work along with them toward the
ambitious goals for the college that
they share."
In his position at Connecticut
College. Weidmann will oversee a

consultant put forward my name
for this position because it was

nine-member communications
oftice and a fundraising staff of 25.
Last year this staff raised the highest one-year total in the college's

clear from the media and what my

colleagues were saying that Connecticut College was on the move."

Gaudiani said: "Connecticut
College's excellent record of fund
raising and its rising national prome made this position an outstanding opportunity, and we attracted
well-qualified, experienced candidates from across the country. The
finalists we interviewed met our
criteria fully and the position was
highly contested."

history - over $12 million.
As an officer of the college,
Weidmann will serve on the adm inistrative cabinet. Steve Culbertson,
who previously held Weidmann's
position, was named special assistant to the president for principal
gifts. Culbertson will work with
Gaudiani in raising leadership gifts
for an upcoming campaign.

Two women allege sexual assault
Continued from p.l

and/or a fine of up to $10,000.
Gesmundo's attorney, F. Mac
Buckley of Hartford, has stated that
Gesrnundo will enter a plea of not
guilty, according to the New London Day.
The Day also reported that
Buckley will base his defense on
whether or not the young women
willingly engaged in sexual activity
with Gesmundo, stating, "There's a
very clear question of consent."
The affidavit states that the first
year student who disclosed theSeptember incident met Gesmundo on
September 13 in a friend's dormitory room. The document states
that both
the woman and
Gesmundo were involved in intramural Flag Football and that "The
interest in the sport was the common factor in their acquaintance."
The affidavit
states
that
Gesmundo invited the woman to
his room to discuss the sport, that
they ate dinner at the Crystal Mall
and then returned to his dorm room.
According to the affidavit, they

"As far as I know. the Govern-

COlllinwdfromp.l

mutually engaged in kissing on his
bed, but the alleged victim either
tried to block his attempts to touch
other parts of her body or t91.dhim
to stop. The court document states
that he continued despite her protests, penetrated her and engaged in
intercourse.

The affidavit records the observation of another student who saw

the woman afterward and said she
had a "strange, sad, and upset" look
on her face. A student advisor at the
college described the woman as
"upset, shaking, and fighting back
rears," when disclosing the incident.
The woman went to the hospital
that evening and filed a compliant
alleging date rape with the NLPD.
Gesmundo was confronted by
police at approximately 5:30am
and made to understand the nature
of the charge against him. Gavitt
reported in the affidavitt that
Gesmundo began "to shake uncontrollably," upon hearing of the allegation. He later went to the infirmary "for his uncontrollable shak-

jog."

was deter-

mined to be least upsetting for the
institution, and said the solution
would serve the college's "immediate and long range needs."
A search committee has been
established tentatively, but both
Reeve and Gaudiani said it has not
been decided whether the search
will be internal or nationwide.
Reeve indicated that the faculty
could support the appointment of a
Connecticut College professor.
"We want our dean of thefaculty
to know the past and present of the
college. We would like an insider
with that knowledge of the institution and with that kind of vision and
that kind of energy that will work
for change," she said.
She declined to speculate on potential candidates at this time, but
did say, "The faculty is talking."
Reeve said the dean of faculty
position has many responsibilities
and faces a number of imposing

ment Department

anticipates

her

teaching next semester. I'm not
going to speculate on the career
plansofanymemberoftheGovernment Department,"
William
Frasure, chair of the Government
Department, said this week.
Frasure said James could fill a
department gap by teaching political theory, now handled solely by
John Coats, professor of government. "This is one way we can get
more political theory into our curriculum," he said.
Frasure added, "Dorothy James
has a national reputation as a
scholar of the presidency, and any
student should treat it as a privilege
to participate in one of her classes."
A member of the government
student advisory board said previous assessments of James' classes
suggest that some of her past students have been critical.
"My understanding is that students consider herleaching sub-par

tasks in Lhenext few years, such as

and thal one reason she did not.

General Education reform, dealing teach a class for the three semesters
with a greater influx of part-time
leading up to this semester was that
instructors and a marked increase in her reviews were close to unani-:
faculty grant writing.
mously extremely negative," the
Gaudiani also acknowledged
source said. "Tnis. of course, is in a
that the new dean of faculty will be department with chronic overexisting etforts at \,he college, saying "What

expected. to enhance

crowding."

Frasure. wno is heading the deaU of us want, and \' m sure the
'{)anment foY his second cccseccstudents as ",:eJJ~ is s welt-devol~ Live year. said he has seen no sUIoped oFfice WIth a strong person to
dent evaluations submitted prior to
continue the work we're doing."
histenureaschair.Neitherleaching
It is expected thal the new dean evaluations nor their summaries,
will either already have or be
granted tenure.
"It's, generally speaking, the
case that people coming in at the
dean of faculty level from the outside wouldn't come in withouttenure. In fact, 1 would think it would
be crazy because they would be
abandoning
a tenured slot,"
Gaudiani explained.
The search committee will be
composed of two students, two

compiled by Studenl Advisory
Board members, are public.
The advisory board member
added that when James returns in
the fall, she may face some criticism, saying, "Ironically enough,
there are a lot of politics within the
Government Deparunent. While
she certainly has a place, I don't
know how welcome she'd be made
to feel by certain members of the
department. That mayor may not
administrators,
one trustee, and
be of concern to her."
four faculty, one each from the arts,
Tim Olson, co-chair of the Govthe sciences, the humanities and
emmentDepartrnentStudentAdvithe social sciences.
sory Board, said, "There are some
The Connecticut College admin- members of the advisory board who
istration, under Gaudiani's leader- realize that there are problems and
ship,hasprideditselfpubliclyonits
tensions between members of the
commitrnenllo teaching. Key aca- department and James. There are

A second affidavit records the
complaint of another young woman
who has accused Gesmundo of
sexually assaulting her.
According to the affidavit, the
demic administrators, including
two had been kissing in her room
Robert Hampton, dean of the colwhen he began to engage in sex ual
lege, Louise Brown, dean of freshactivity to which she objected. The
men, and Joan King, former assodocument states she told him to
ciate dean of the college, have
stop but he ignored her objections.
taught one course a semester
After being booked at the police
throughout their administrative
station, Gesmundo was arraigned
tenures. Gaudiani, herself, tries to
the morning of December 30 where
teach one class a year.
Judge Michael D Hurley set his
DorothyJames,aprofessorofthe
bond at $10,000, a rate of$5 ,000 for
American presidency, however,
each charge against him. His partaught her last class in the spring of
ents, Angelo and Carol Gesmundo,
1991. Frasure and Gaudiani both
attended the proceedings.
attributed this to the tremendous
According to The Day, Buckley
workload in James' office.
said Gesmundo has been aware of
"She did the best she could and
the charges for four months during
given the the workload for her,
which time Buckley's law office
which was extremely heavy, it
has remained in contact with the
seemed best [to postpone teachNLPD twice a week to discuss the
ing]," Gaudiani said.
issue.
James is scheduled to return to
Gesmundo appeared at New
the Government Department in the
London Superior Court on January
fall as a futl-time faculty member.
25. His trial has been continued.

certain members who care very

strongly about these issues."
Nonetheless, Frasure described
past dealings between his department and James :IS an "ordinary
working relationship."
Christopher Cory, director of
College Relations, said James will
use her study leave to complete a
book, contracted by the Congressional Quarterly Press.
Stephen Loomis, former associate dean of the faculty, is the acting
dean of faculty and provost until a
successor has been hired. John Anthony, assistant professor of music.
has been named as Loomis' replacement for this semester.
Repeated phone calls to other
professors involved in James' resignation were not returned, and
James declined to make herself
available for comment this week.
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Paper outlines plan
forgeneral education
skills for freshmen and sophobyS.IoMa

mores.

ne CoIIeIe Voice

These students would come back

A document, prepared for publication by Claire Gaudiani, president of the college, highlights her
vision for curriculum reform in
liberal arts education, including a
required two weelcpublic speaking
and negotiations course for freshmen and sophomores.
The paper is especially relevant
as Connecticut College embarks on
efforts to redefine general education.

Gaudiani also expressed support
for a senior culminating project.
stating, "I believe that all seniors
should have a senior culminating
experience ... an experience to
draw together all that they've
learned."
According to Gaudiani, the
project needs to be "a mix of what is
[the faculty's] best wisdom about
what you need to know, both in
terms ofknowledg~ and skills, and
then your best lights about what
, you need to know to express your
fullness."

weeks early in January to be
trained by professionals in public
speaking and negotiation skills.
During the last semester, students would also be expected to
.
.:::
undergo oral or written reviews -which answer questions such as :
"What is the purpose of educa- ~
lWO

.

tion?" and "What

IS

0

my role as an "

educated citizen in a globally interdependent community?"
.

E

This plan calls for a new cumcu-

';

j

10m with four courses forming a ~
"required common core."

These

courses center-on four areas of
knowledge: "human culture, ethics, the environment in its global
context, and the forces that created
the emergence of the world's
present economic, political, and

SGA passed a botly contested constitution

SGA passes Constitution for Right to Life group
by Jennifer Levan
Associate News Editor

social structures."

These courses are aimed at exposing students to "a different kind
oflearning experience and a different mode of inquiry."
For the elective core, 10 courses
would be to be chosen from four
areas: the natural sciences, U.S. culture and
society, world area culshould
ture and society, and

'1 believe all seniors
have a culminating experience ,
.. an experience to draw
'oge'Rer 011'Rey'pe leorned'

Because of SG A regulations
against political lobbying, a routine
constitution approval became a
hotly contested debate at the last
Assembly meeting before Winter
Break.
A proposal to approve the constitution for the Connecticut College Students
for Life before
WinterBreakbeganlastDecember.
creative expression.
In order to ensure a The proposal, sponsored by Robin
base of communica-

for the Connecticut College Students for Life last ~ecember,

Swimmer, SGA vice president and

Hennessey cited the fact that
clubs without SGA funding are unable to hang posters in the post
office or sign out rooms for meetings.
- Gerard Choucroun, SAC chair,
described the Right to Life Club as
a single issue club which "opens up
a messy can of worms." Choucroun
said that SGA funds should not go
towards the abolition of abortion in
America, which could be considered political lobbying.
According to the constitution,
the club will seek to educate the

SGA members to consider the issue
of lobbying and funding.
Julie DeGennaro, J-Board chair,
said that without proper funding
there is "no other way for the Conn
Students for Life to meet."
Bill Yates said thatSGA "should
forget about political lobbying"
because the Finance committee
would be forced to operationalize
its standards at a later date anyway.
Hennessey said, "Our goal is to
educate people to carry on knowledge they will have the rest of their
Jives."
She also said that, in general,
less money goes towards pro-life
groups because they deal with a
minority issue.
Spicer said that usually funding
is a non issue, but when a club
organizes, which is not politically

chair of the Constitution Commit- campus in order to acheive the
tion and analytical
skills, the plan requires tee, was heavily debated before fi- abolition of legalized abortion.
- Claire Gaudiani,
Sean Spicer, house senator of] A,
nally passing with a vote of I 3-3-9_
courses for "writing
president of the college
described
the issue of a Right to
Swimmer said that part of the
across the curriculum."
Life
Club
as a "heated issue" and
controversy
stemmed
from
the
fact
A writing portfolio
that
there
is
no
formal
definition
for
,
said
that
the
recognition the club
would be kept throughpolitical lobbying. Instead, the Fi- seeks goes beyond the funding
Gaudiani recently revised a paout the four years at the dean's
per on a plan for "general education
correct. it becomes an issue.
office. Students select three of their nance Committee has relied on which it needs.
for global interdependence," titled
He said the right place to discuss
strongest writings for evaluation by stare decisis, basing their judgeCboucroun called to attention
"For A New World, A New Curments on prior decisions.
trained faculty. Should the faculty
the fact that the Conn Coalition for funding and ethics of the club
riculum:'
members see a "deficiency in writis funded
by the
According to Swimmer, a pro- Choice
would be at the club ' s first meeting.
According to Gaudiani, this plan
Center is not
ing skills," then, the student would posal will be sponsored this week Everywomyn's
Swimmer said after a year the
was not drawn up for Connecticut
be required to lake a non-eredittuoffering a formal definition.
funded bySGA.
constitution will be reviewed in
College.
Rather, Gaudiani extonal during the fall of senior year.
Deirdre Hennessey, coordinator
Sarah Huntley, the publisher of order to ensure that the proper purpressed the hope that the plan will
The paper is now under consider- of the Students for Life said, "It's
The College Voice, then suggested poses are being fulfilled, and that
initiate dialogue in the higher eduation for publication at some na- very difficult for a club to exist on the tabling of the proposal until no political lobbying is laking place
cation community.
tional education journals.
campus without funding by SGA." after break, which would allow with student government dollars.
Asked whether she would like to
see her plan implemented here at
Connecticut College, Gaudiani
said, "I'd be perfectly delighted if
members of this community would
like to play with pieces of it," but
did not specify which elements she
would like to see incorporated into
Mid-year Review
the final draft of the EPC subcomThe Assembly meeting took a turn from its usual agenda this week to hold an open
rmuee proposals.
mid-year review in which anyone present could participate in a discussion of
SGA's progress,
She added that she was not "tryThe Executive Board opened the session appealing to visitors and SGA members
ing to stuff anything at this instituto offer their honest evaluation.
tion."
Chad.
Marlow, house senator of Wright. opened the discussion by stating that his
The plan outlined in Gaudiani's
four proposals, including the first one on textbook costs, have had. "an immediate
paper has not been submitted to the
positive difference." Marlow asked those Assembly members who had presented
Educational Planning Committee
the Assembly with a proposal whether it passed or failed to raise a hand:
for consideration in Connecticut
After approximately seven Assembly members raised a hand, Marlow called for
College's general education revian improvement in the "number and quality" of proposals. He urged all members
sions.
to sponsor at least one proposal before the years' end. Sean Spicer, house senator
Saveena Dhall, chair of acaof lA, pledged to submit an increased amount of legislation this semester.
Senators stated that a real effort is being made to let students know what Assembly
demic affairs, said "It's not someis
doing. However, they pointed out it can be difficult translating to students the
thing we [EPCl feel the need to
effect of a proposal or behind~the·scenes committee action.
discuss because it has not formally
A. student senator's substitute encouraged the Assembly to talk to their concometothe El'C, We havenotbeen
stituents more, and remember their important responsibilities, not their power.
approached in any way."
Col~een Shanley, SGA president, said the Issues Project, Mid-Year Review and
New elements proposed in the
Action Items were also positive outgrowths of this year's Assembly. She
plan include non-credit required
..~~t¥.f%3~~M.i:::'
..~ C~clud~ by sa~ing ~at 'The first semester was a semester of building bridges
two week intensive instruction in
which WIll culminate m a lot of solid action this semester."
public speaking and negotiation

,
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NEWS
Students
and
faculty
face
housing
crunch
by Jennifer LeVan
Assodate News Editor

Returning from a semester away,
1unior Forbes Darby was supposed
to move into Lazrus 110. Arriving
at his room after Break, Darby
discovered another student already

in residence there.
Although he was assigned another room the following day,
Darby IS not alone in his housing
troubles, as the college experiences
one the worst housing crunches in
recent years.
The Admissions office and office
of Residential Life depend on stu-

Proposed budget cut
will limit already weak
counseling program
Once the new semester begins,
those students who were on the
waiting list are given priority to
The rece'!t budgetary belt-tight- schedule appointments if necesening, which is affecting all admin- sary.
Generally after the first six
istrative services, threatens the
weeks of each semester a wait list
quality and efficiency ofConnecticut College's already limited coun- has formed.
Hesslein said that students who
seling program.
experience
a crisis receive immeA proposed five percent budget
cut would further limit the re- diate attention.
Hesslein also recognized the
sources available to students seekrisk involved with students who
ing emotional help.
The existing staff of only one full fear revealing their problems in
time counselor already suffers from only one, brief meeting and then
a lack of funds, and with the con- waiting weeks or months for an_
struction of the Strategic Budget other appointment.
~
Some of these students may
Plan, Laura Hesslein, director of
~
Counseling Services, fears that have suicidal tendencies which
d
counseling will receive even less would be unknown to any coun,l!
attention, and will slip to the lower selor in the office because of short]
ness of staff and lack of facilities.
end of the budget scale.
~
Said Swimmer, "Only after a
Robin
Swimmer,
SGA
vice
.g
suicide
will the administration
president
and
vice
president
of
the
~
properly
address the problem."
counseling
advisory
committee.
According to the Coast Guard
addressed the lack of counseling
-e !;=:=-;--"=:="":"~~~~~~~
Catherine WoodBrooks, dean of student life, talks about the housing crunch. available at and poor facilities of psychiatrist Dr. Richard Slimak,
counseling services at the Student- 30 t040 percent of college students
to the fact that some rooms that campus were "more than happy,"
claim to have suicidal tendencies,
TI tee Liason committee meeting
have been freshmen quads and said Woodbrooks.
and out of thal number 8 to lS are
triples are housing less students
A modified meal plan of seven in ecernber.
serious.
Some
of
the
lrustees
apthan in the past.
meals a week has been offered to
The large number of polent\al1~
proached
me
after
the
meeting
and
Also, some Assembly members
these students, but no student will
suicidal
students, inadtlition to the
were
suprised
to
learn
that
thi.s
brought up the concern that fresh- be allowed to go off the meal plan
men who move out of doubles are entirely so that }'an element of-in- school even has a counseling pro- .other students who require psychi-

dent withdrawals and personal
leaves when calculating the anticipated residents for second semester.
In addition, there. is traditionally
a larger number-this year ISG- of
students who study abroad first semester and this year only 80 will
leave for the spring.
According to Catherine WoodBrooks, dean of student life, the
college anticipates experiencing a
housing crunch each year.
"1believe that in between semesters, there is generally a problem,"
she said.
WoodBrooks said the college
cannot prepare for the future shortage of rooms because "[The numhers of students who stay or leave]
is not a predictable equation."
WoodBrooks described housing
as the end of a line of dominos with
individual choices such as transferring or maintaining good academic
standing influencing the numher of
residents at the college.
As of last week, only eight students have withdrawn, an unusually low number, according to
WoodBrooks. Faculty offices in
Larrabee have also taken up eight
rooms intended for student housmg.
"We have little space to work
with," said Woodbrooks.
Upperclassmen and transfers
were originally given housing with
some freshmen, because after first
semester four freshmen were in
doubles by themselves.
According to Woodlsrooks, upperclassmen are not guaranteed
SlOgle occupancy rooms. She
pointed out that in the Viewbook it
IS stated that most upperclassmen
have single rooms, yet nowhere
does it state a guarantee.
. "Most upperclassmen
are in
smgle housing, but we especially
cannot guarantee this for students
Comingback," said WoodBrooks.
Some student leaders seemed to
attribute the lack of single housing

by Glen BrenDer
Tbe CoIkge Volet

housed in singles and those that are

reracuon

and connection

left behind and do not get new
roommates are living alone.
Marinell Jones, house senator of
Blackstone, said thatlastyearitwas
expected that freshmen have roommates, yet this year she knows of
three
freshman
singles
in
Blackstone.
Robin Swimmer, SGA vice
president, lives in KB and said the
freshman double next to her senior
double is three inches larger than
her room and should in fact be a
triple, but no student has ever
moved in.
Woodbrooks said that because
freshmen deal with experiences so
different from students who are not
new that she believes it would be
wrongtoaskonetomoveintoanew
room to consolidate space.
"My feeling is that it isn't a humane thing to do because freshmen
deal with a particular amount of
stress," said WoodBrooks.
Woodbrooks also spoke of the
difficulties of moving students
randomly because of students' different lifestyles. For instance, according to WoodBrooks, smoking
is an essential consideration when
placing students, and if faced with
placing a nonsmoker with a smoker
Wood brooks said,"1 would put my
foot down."
In order to alleviate the pressure
to find rooms for returning students, some students moved off
campus into what were faculty
apartments. This "quasi -off campushousing"willallowstudenlSto
remain part of the community, said
Woodbrooks, who advocates the
college's commiunent to being a
residential campus.
The students who moved off

still be there," said WoodBrooks.
After priority students and first
semester students, returning students may request specific housing,
and most who requested the plex
were pleased, said WoodBrooks.
Students who have not requested
thematic housing have been placed
in Abbey, Lazrus,and North Cottage, But no problems have arisen
from this situation according to the
housefellows of these dorms.
Jeff Burgess, housefellow of
Abbey, said that his dorm had a lot
of space last semester, but now all
rooms are full.
One person has been assigned to
Abbey who had not elected to live
in the thematic co-op house, but the
situation 'is temporary because of
the small size of the room.
Dan Church, housefellow of
Lazrus, said "It's the first time this
academic year [Lazrus] has been
filled."
Church explained that although
rooms in Lazrus are small, most
upperclassmen would prefer to live
there in a single than be housed in a
double.
Danell Gill, associate director of
housing and student life, said that in
the final analysis "everyone had a
place to stay." Gill defined a space
as a bed in a room with a freshman
or a single.
As oflast weekend one returning
student was still residing with a
freshman, and four people were
housed with transfers.
WoodBrooks said next year
meetings will be held before students go abroad in prder to inform
them about the housing situation
they are likely to encounter in the
spring.

would

gram. There is no prominenr place

atric help struggle to find the pro-

in lhe Strategic Plan for counseling," said Swimmer.
Further
budget cuts

fessional assistance they need.
Said Swimmer, "The school

may

cause

even more
students
to

search else-

"The school continues to say that
they will address the problem, but
they never do. By the time each
senior class is graduated, 25 percent of those seniors have received counseling at one point in
their career."

where
for
psychiatric
help. During
the school
year of 199192, 32 percent of the
students who
sought on-Robin Swimmer, vice president of SGA
campus
and of the counseling advisory commitcounseling
tee
were referred
to an offcampus psychiatrist, a 12 percent increase from continues to say that they will address the problem, yet they never
the year before.
Hesslein cites two reasons for the do. By the time each senior class is
increased number of students who graduated, 2S percent of those seutilize the New London psychia- niors will have received one on one
trists: students can find help else- counseling at one point in their
where and avoid the waitlist re- career. That figure excludes group
quired for ongoing treatment at meetings."
Swimmer is also concerned
Connecticut College, and some students require more help than the about the lack of diversity among
school's resources can provide. the counseling staff. As of now,
The college's facilities cannot pro- only while females are employed
vide multiple consultations in one and with no other ethnic group or
gender working, some students
week.
All students can receive a consul- may forgo needed counseling.
William Niering, former acting
tation appointment with a school
president
of the college, expressed
psychiatrist within one week of
calling the counseling office, how- concern over the issue, and Claire
ever, after that initial visit, arrang- Gaudiani, president of the college,
ing an appointment is nearly impos- has not yet addressed this issue
since her return.
sible.
"It's upsetting 10 fight this
Some students wait for months, if
not the whole semester on the battle," said Swimmer, "just 10
maintain what we already have."
waitlist for a second appoinunent.
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King Crossword
ACROSS
1. Appears
6. A flounder
9. Acct.
12. Serf
13. Beverage
with fish
and chips
14. Center
15. Obliterate
16. Driver's
bane
18. Arid land
20. Scottish
Gaelic
21. Mr. Sprat's
aversion
23. Joey,
for one
24. Winter
forecast
25. Egyptian
goddess
27. Harass
29. Metal
31. Arranged
beforehand
35. Adult insect
37. Hwy. divisions
38. A reserve
41."-ona
Grecian Urn"
43. Not a Dem.

ITS NOT'" QuEsTION Or

SExvAl ORIE/I7t<TION: ITj

A Ql,{STiONOr

BEJ-lII.wo!l..

ITi JVST lllE NATUllE 01'
HfT!RoSf1<VAl SOLDIER; TO
BEATvp A ~OMOS~vAl ON£ .

44. Mail
45. Type of
hammer
47. Like some
nuts
49. Poppy and
caraway
52. High school
subj.
53. Miner's
quarry
54. Register
55. Half an
African fly
56. Ballpoint
57. Cowboy's
need
DOWN
1. Haggard
novel
2. Poetic
contraction
3. Flexible
4. Superlative
word
5. Like a
mountain
6. Cover with
spots
7. Lily's cousin
8. Gambler's
downfall

9. Task
10. Heartbeat
11. Redas17. Before skelter
19. Paula (Sp.)
21. Fish feature
22.• - Lay Dying"
24. Indian weight
26. Mini and
maxi
28. A fine
porcelain
30. Dutch uncle
32. Main and
side
33. Shoe width
34. Recipe abbr.
36. Brightyellow
38. Herring
39. Instruments
40. Siouan
language
42. One of the
Fords
45. Dry
46. Actress
Rowlands
48. Apex
50. - Moines
51. Theater sign
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--NEWS
Kenerson
and
Peabody
share dual
administrative
position
by Michael Dell'Angelo
News Editor

-----------Esther Kenerson, former adrninistrative assistant, and William
Peabody, manager of maintenance
will share the duties of the director
of operations in a unique dual po-

sition.
Lynn Brooks, vice president for
finance, made the decision to promote Kenerson and Peabody and
,
said he always looks to promote
from within because it "often is
effective."

. Brooks also said, "Look[ing] inSidefirst advances a per~?ns career
path and opportumues.
Brooks
consulted Jane North, director of
h~man resources
and Judith
Kirmmse, affinnative action offieer when makmg his decision.
_ ~ro~k~ said Kenerson and
Peabody have proven themselves

"Pepper Bomb"
adds spice to
"80's" party
by Mike Del,' Angelo

incident

Sophomore Julie Granoff described the incident as "confusing,"
A respiration irritant was resaying, "Everyone thought the fire
leased in Lambdin living room on alarm just got pulled."
Saturday, January 30.
The substance causes difficulty
The substance, described by breathing, coughing, and minor eye
~
some as a "pepper bomb," was irritation.
released at approximately I :55 am.
~
Campus Safety is unsure of what
~
The sophomore class was hosting the substance was. No injuries
an "Sa's" party at the time the inci'"
were reported to the infirmary or
dent occurred.
The party was Campus Safety resulting from this
.~
scheduled to end at 2:00 am.
incident
.!1
The
irritant
is
believed
to
have
Mark Hoffman, the administra~
come from the middle stairwell tor on duty Saturday morning, was
~
near Harris Refactory.
not notified of the incident because
';l
The substance travelled up the it was not an emergency. He has,
"
stairwells to the second, third and however, confirmed reports with
'"
Esther Kenerson, fonner administrative assistant will share the duties f
fourth floors. Students pulled the Campus Safety.
director of operations.
'
0
fire alarm when breathing became
The New London Fire Department was not called. Campus
Kenerson, who has been with the proved service while keeping it ef- difficult.
The livingroom was aerated,
Safety procedure dictate that Camfective and personal. CHIEF is a
college for seven and a half years,
however.
the other floors in pus Safety investigate before callwork
order
tracking
system
which
said the dual positions "symbolize
Lambdin do not lend themselves to
ing the Fire Department.
the cooperation and teamwork at aids in organizing work orders.
No one was apprehended. nor
At a time when Physical Plant such ventilation, making it more
physical plant."
does
Cam\lus Safe\.)' nave an~ susdifficult
to
dispel
the
contaminatservices
are
becoming
increasingly
Kenereson and Peabody, who
pects. A.n investigation is being
diversified, CHIEF will be essen- ing fumes.
have worked together since
conducted.
Aoproximately
125 partygoers
Peabody came to the college three mil to supporting the team. said WI
in attendance at the rime oflhe
News Editor

?

and a half years ago. bolh stressed

Peabody.

Kenerson deals mostly with the
the importance of teamwork.
According to Kenerson, the shift administrative workings of Physical Plant, overseeing payroll, acKenerson, now coordinator for
in leadership did not come as a
finance and work order control, drastic change to physical plant counting, budgeting, the Work
will work to improve customer ser- employees who have long dealt Control Center and Materiels Control.
vice within Physical Plant.
with the team in a similar capacity.
Peabody
oversees
the
"She will monitor customer reThe new directors already have
maintainence
oriented
side
of
quests and field special requests,"
taken on more responsibility while
by Jennifer LeVan
physical
Plant
including
Jim
Associate News Editor
said Brooks.
maintaining
their old duties.
Lewis, Grounds and Jeff Bew1ay.
Kenerson will also assume re- Peabody describes the experience
A press conference will be held
Peabody said that by turning disponsibilityforthemanagementof
as an "expansion of his view"
at
the
Charles B. Luce Field House
rector of operations into a dual poMaterials Control. Peabody now
which he hopes to use to "improve
on February 3 to announce that the
sition, Physical Plant will continue
manager of maintenance. "will as- service."
Connecticut Special Olympics will
to provide personal service in an
sume new line responsibilities, inPeabody cited Physical Plant's
hold their SummerOlympic Games
eluding Grounds and Custodial/
new software system, CHlEF,as an increasingly difficult area. Physiin New London.
Residence," said Brooks.
effective tool for providing im- cal Plant can continue to tailor its
The Summer Games have been
operations to suit the colleges speheld in New Haven for the past few
cific needs, said Peabody.
years, but over 15,000 athletes,
At a time when many schools are
coaches
and volunteers will come
turning to outside contractors to fill
to
New
London
on June 11-13 for
their work orders Peabody and
the
23rd
annual
Games.
Kennerson hope to provide more
The press conference will begin
personal service and commitment
the recruitment of 8,000 corporate
to quality
and community volunteers needed
With two people on the job, one
to run the competition. Over 2,400
covering for the other when necesathletes from almost every city in
sary, they can more easily keep on
the state will compete in track and
top of things.
field, gymnastics, soccer, aquatics,
The arrangement provides a
better opportunity for the college to volleyball, softball, tennis, cycling
and equestrian.
expand its operations by working
Connecticut College, the U.S.
on special events and conventions
Coast
Guard Academy, Mitchell
without sacrificing its commitment
College, the U.S. Naval Submarine
to the college, said Peabody.
Base in New London, and High
Ed Hoffman, former director of
Hopes Therapeutic Riding, Inc. in
Operations, announced his retireOldLymewill be the five host sites
ment before
winter break.
for the competition.
Hoffman left the college tempo"The Summer Games will help
rarily to undergo hip replacement
showcase the community spirit that
surgery on November 23.
New London and Southeastern
When Hoffman recovers from
Connecticut are known for:' said
surgery, he will work with Brooks
New London Mayor William Satti.
as a special assistant on a variety of
"We have a challenge to create an
assignments until his retirement
atmosphere that is both competitive
becomes effective on June 30,
and fun for the athletes, their famiPeabody, former manager of maintenance, will focus on the maintenance1993.

to be responsible and effective employees.

oriented side of the director of operations postltlon.

Special Olympic press
conference to be held

The College Voice

lies and the volunteers, and we're
ready to work."
The Connecticut Special Olympics will begin the press c~ference with two mile torch run to
symbolize the transfer of the
games from New Haven to New

London.
The torch was carried on foot
and by horse where the mayor of
New London, Bill Satti, welcomed
the Special Olympics to New London.
Tom Sullivan, the chairman of
the board of Connecticut Special
Olympics and a regional director
for the State Department of Mental
Retardation said:"Athletes train
year round for the Summer Games
which, for them is their Super
. Bowl, their Indy 500."
Sullivan added:"Volunteers
from the host site have already
begun preparing for the event.
We'll be working in Southeastern
Connecticut during the next few
months to recruit the additional
volunteer participation needed to
make this year's Games a suc-

cess."
The Games in New London
will serve as a stepping stone to
the Special Olympics World Summer Games for many athletes.
The Games are scheduled for
New Haven in 1995 and will be the
world's largest athletic event in the
world that year.
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ARTS&ENTERTMNMENT
The Little Tramp
finally speaks in
Chaplin the movie
Dan Ackroyd plays the director
who gets Chaplin started in movies
in Hollywood and gives him his
With much fanfare, the movie first opportunity to direct. Silent
movies of this era captivated AmeriChaplin was released over Winter
break, starring Robert Downey Jr., canaudiences with humor, love and
excitement. Dan Ackroyd also has
Dan
Ackroyd,
and
Milla
Jovanovich. Itchronicles the life of quite a list of movie credits, includCharlie Chaplin from his early child- ing Blues Brothers, Spies Like Us,
<;
Ghostbusters I and II, and appearhood to his fmal years in Switzer.e
ances
on Saturday Night Live.
land with his third wife Urna'O'Neil
•
Chaplin
created the Little Tramp
and his children.
.~
-s
to
fill
a
void
and make a commenThe story is told through the eyes
-g
tary
on
human
existence. He ran
of Chaplin, whose autobiography
'0'
against
the
U.S.
government and
served as the main source for the
i:;'
was
expatriated
to
Switzerland by
film. The different settings are inthe
Federal
Bureau
of Investigatroduced via an editor (who does
tions
for
communist
acti
vites which,
not actually exist, but was acreative
device introduced to give the writ- according to the movie, were comTh~is~W~j~n~te'cr,-t-he-L=-ym-an-A-:-::-Uy-n~A=-r=-t-;-M-;-u-s-eu-m-o=fTe=-r-s-a-w=-id-:-e-v-a-ri=-e=ty:-o:-;f~e::;xh:;i;:bi;::ts:-,:::ra::n::g:;:in::g:-;f:::ro::m::-:::pa::;i::n:;ti:::ng:::s~to=-=et;;:h:m;:·c-:;d::an=:c'e.
pletely unfounded.
Every movie
ers the ability to jump around
has to have bad guys and Chaplin
Chaplin's life).
has two: the FBI and the Nazis.
It also goes into detail about
One of the best scenes in the
Chaplin's
relationship
with his
movie occurs at a Holl ywood party,
mother, whowasplacedintoamenby Shooali Rajanl
Associate A&E Editor

""
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Lyman Allyn Art Museum
charts its winter -offerings
by James SantanK"lo
.\.cU1\& All.'E Editor

OK. question of the day: How
many of you at any lime have

taken a trip to lheLyrnan Allyn An
Museum? That's right. Not too
many. Now the burning question
is WHY NOT? Don't you think
there is anything there for you?
Well, there is.
In February alone, there will be
on-so-many exhibits of art that
you might really enjoy. Right now
as you read this, the winter exhibilions are under way.
First off, there is The Choice of
Painting: RecenJ Work by '/992
Fellows of the New England
Foundation of the Arts. Every
year, the New England Foundation for the Arts review the work
of some 500 painters.
Four panelists consisting of anists and gallery professionals
grant awards to those selected "for
their outstanding body of work."
An exhibiton of eight of the ten
winners will be exhibited from
January I7to March 21.
Among the artists is Sue Miller,
an alumna of Connecticut College, whose work "evokes a
transendental connection between
the viewer and the viewed," said
Karen Asher, public relations and
marketing Officer for the museum.
"Layers of paint and bits of

wood impregnate the surface, giving each piece a history divulged
only to the attentive viewer," aid
Asher.

musuem for more information.
On top of this, the museum also
teaches classes in watercolor painting "land has a unique "Food for

lVhcn asked about her paintings.
Miller said, "For me, making a

Thought"

painting means engaging in a private discourse
with the work,
through its countless transformations, in an attempt to evoke, for
myself, some unexpected vision:"
Even if you are not an art history
major, that doesn't mean that there
is nothing at the museum for you.
On Wednesday evening, the museum is having a program called
Ethnic Dance Around the World.
This program brings together examples of dance from the Americas, Asia, Africa, Europe, and Australia.
If ethnic dance is not for you,
there are constantly lectures on everything from Pre-Columbian An
to the nature of landscape photography. If you are interested in more
information on the lectures, call the

Earn $200-$500 weekly mailing
1993
UWTI travel brochures.

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
For more information send a self
addressed stamped envelope to:

Travel INC., P.O. Box 2530,
Miami, FL 33161
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where every

C

Wednesday
an artist or guest
speaker talks about one piece of art
that is in the museum.
So what it basically comes down
to is that there is a valuable asset
right on the comer of the campus,
and not taking advantage would be
foolish.
But if you are still not interested,
Asher gave probably one of the best
reasons. "The museum is a quiet.
relaxing, meditative place where
you can get away from the hectic
pace of life. And it is a very romantic place. Admission is free, so a
guy can take a girl on a date there
and she will think he is real sensitive," she said.
So now I ask you, what is SLOPping you from taking the time to
walk across campus to the Lyman
Allyn Museum?

0'

program,

A New Book By Ruby Turner

Morris

COMIC AND CANDID COMMENTS
Doggerel Laureate of New Landon
former Conn. professor emeritus, economics & first female
mayor of New London
College & city personalities
and issues
$7 at the Connecticut
College Bookshop
Reviewed in The Day, Saturday, January 23, pages I and 3

·EXTRA INCOME 1993·

tal institution,
when
Chaplin was a young man,
and his brother, who was
his personal
manager
throughout his career. The
m ie tries to take on the
8( ,Ius years of Chaplin's
Iii by introducing vari01
characters, such as

".

plin's lust love, the
er of a show boat and

where Chaplin verothers.
bally spars with a Nazi.
The director, Sir Richard
Attenborough,
also directed the Chaplin is accused of concealing
his ethnicity, implying that Chaplin
movie Gandhi. He has the experience to take on the life of such an was Jewish. Chaplin retaliates with
"1do not have that honor," (also in
interesting character and presents
the audience with all aspects of defense of his brother, who is JewChaplin's life: '"his loves, movies.
ish) and then storms off.
political thoughts and family life.
Milia Jovanovich plays one of
Robert Downey J t, gives the best Chaplin's wives-and
has absoperformance of his acting career.
lutely no substance. She adds nothHe has portrayed various characing to the role, although it seems she
ters in movies like, Weird Science, ~was playing herself, a flighty , fameChances Are, Soap Dish, Air seeking pseudo-actress.
America, and Less Than Zero.
Although Chaplin is a lengthy
Downey plays Chaplin with an movie, it brings to life one of the
ease and vitality that has been miss- movie greats. This is important for
ing from movies for the past .few the twenty-something
generation
years. The movie is very long, but because we missed out on one great
has an intensity that captures the entertainer who lived during one of
audience for the entire production.
the great American movie eras.

Serafino's

(J!iJIJ~

Come for Pizza
,.~
Subs, Salads,.
Pasta, and drinks

Stone Cooked
Thin Crust
383 B
k
.

an

ST.

new London Ct

Everhada "white" pizza?

437 -7050

Call for Sheet Pizzas and 6ft. Super Subs

CANCUN Nassau, Paradise Island

T&M

BILLIARDS
$6 per hour

1-4 players

12 noon to midnight

446-0663

Daily Special
12pm-6pm
$5 per person

972 Poquonnock Road, Groton
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"Women are the poorer sex;
Black and Third World women are
the poorest of all; the poorest
women areforced to work the hardest."
- Wages for
Housework Campaign
The previous quote was one of
themany profound statements hanging on Meredith Davis' installation
piece, "Family Values." This work
is a multi-media piece incorporating sculpture, light, sound, and
audience participatory elements.
Davis is one of three female art-·
ists featured in.the multi-media art
exhibit in Cummings Art Center,
which will run from January 25
through February 26.
The exhibit includes pieces by
Meredith Davis, a 1972 graduate of
Connecticut
College, Pamela
Marks, visiting assistant professor
of art at the college, and Siglinda
Scarpa, artist-in-residence at the
Garrison Art Center in Garrison
Landing. NY. The opening reception was Friday, January 29.
Meredith Davis, who teaches
three-dimensional design and sculpture at the Massachusetts College
of Art, uses everday objects to ere-

.

-

maintaining their career.
Family Values, triggered by the
artist's return trip to Connecticut
College twenty years after her
graduation, focuses on the role of
the woman within the home.
Davis integrates her experience
as a college studentduring the feminist movement with references to
household duties of women of past
generations and statistics about the
current status of women in American society.
Davis said when she graduated
from Connecticut College. she was
ready to "conquer the world" and
had no plans to get married or have
children. However, as she explained, because of the expectations and pressures of society, she
eventually found herself a wife and
mother.
"Family Values" is her second
feminist piece and consists of an
intriguing display of stark white
baby T-shirts hung on a clothes line
with a tape of a running washing
machine playing in the background.
It is a profound statement of
women's identity in the role of an
oppressed homemaker.
Sorneof the quotations taken from
an intetnational
organization.
Wages for Housework Campaign,
which tries to encourage government recognition of women in the

ate environments which reflect so- home.
The residing assistant professor
cial trends
well as personal isof art, Pamela Marks. will exhibit
sues.
She resides in Concord, MA., and new acrylic works on canvas with a
derivesmuchofherinspiration from few paintings on paper. A number
her surroundings which include of her works are in multiple panel
women who balance their time be- pieces which form sweeping horitween raising their children and zontals of organic abstractions.

as

Marks creates a distressed, worn
painting surface and spatialarrangements.
Her paintings in this exhibit focus on nature but are tinged
with the surreal, combining dreamlike organic images with bits of
pure geometry. Many of her new
paintings resulted from her earlier
works or her "calligraphic paintings" to "squiggles and dollops"
which are more three dimensional
than her older work.
When asked about her favorite
pieces she said they include the
multi-panel pieces. However, the
"Seasons" panels were four separate pieces connected by a sim ilar
theme, rather than attatched together.
Scarpa, a ceramicist who constructs forms out of clay, exhibited
some vertical free-standing floor
sculptures, as well as some hori- c
zontal work which lay directly on ~
the floor. There were also some!
smaller pieces on pedestals.
~
Scarpa 's work centers around ~•
natural themes; her work has an ~
extraterrestial quality, resembling a ~
combination of tiny spores and sea- ~
shells.
~
This exhibit is open to the publicl
!l(tondaythrQ\!ghFriday fromj) a.m,
to 4 p.m., or by appointment at the
Cummings Art GaJIery.

Calling all singers, actors and tech workers:

Your chance is Closer Than Ever
by James Santangelo
Acting A&E Editor

FAMOUS QU01U FROM

PIZZA HISTORY #1

."I never met a pizza I didn 'I like "
WU! Roger.;

"Ifpizza

be the food of love, eat on "

WIll Shakespeare

'1 march

to the beat of a different pizza"

Henry Dav4d 7boreau

'The pizza stops here"

Harry S. Truman

"Four score andwven pizzas ago"
.

Abraham tmcotn

"Give me pisaa or give me death":
pal7jc/l Henry

We make Oward-winning pizza
a memorable experience

ii-iE la:COVERY UloOM
445.Ocean Avenue New london Ct
CAU FORTAKEOUT,TOO:443-2619

Now open Sunday 4-9

The multl-nledla art exhibit In CummIngs reatures three renra/eartists.

How many of you have ever seen
a movie and left the theater wishing
you could be that person on screen?
Or have had dreams of being a
singer or accomplishing the impossible? Mosrimportanuy.how many
of you wake up in the middle of the
night yearning to be something
else? Well then, it is for you that I
say:
Calling all singers! Calling all
actors! Calling anyone interested in
participating in the 1993 Connecticut College Musical Theater production of Maltby & Shire's Closer
Than Ever!
Closer Than Ever is a collection
of songs written with the creative
genius of the men responsible for
the production of Miss Saigon.
These songs range across their
whole careers and come out of hits
like Baby.
The show focuses on the different kinds of relationships
that
people find themselves stumbling
across in the course of a lifetime.
It's funny, sad. satiric, and sweet,
at times uplifting and always insightful. At some points you will
definitely laugh, and at others you
will bawl your eyes out. When you
leave the theater, you will take part

of the show with you. And it is
welcome luggage. It isn't often that
a show comes along in which you
see SO much of yourself. And it is
rarer still that you get a chance to
participate in one.
Missing this could mean missing
the experience of a lifetime. If we
learn anything from life in the theater, it is that life has no dress rehearsal. After the final curtain
drops, it's over.
The show is composed of 23
songs, ranging in subject from
unrequited love for a woman to
intense passion for music.
The characters are quite colorful.
A man contemplating his obsessive
actions due to his love for a woman,
a man thinking that he can break up
with a woman and just be friends,
and a man wondering if he made the
correct decisions in his life, are just
a few of the characters that grace
the stage during this two act musical based on the lives of real people.
This show is not about men in
masks or people trying to escape the
crimes of their past. This show is
about us, the people who have to
pay fifty bucks to see Guys and
Dolls in Boston because we have no
choice.
The show was originally performed with a cast of four: a soprano, alto, tenor and bass. but the
The C(Jll~ge Voice

overabundance of talent at Connecticut College, the director has
decided not to limit herself to four.
but expand the cast to 15 or more.
So you shouldn't fear that the cast is
too small for you, because you
never know.
The show will be performed on
April 22, 23 and 24.
Auditions will be held in
Cummings 224 on Friday from 4
p.m.to 6 p.m. and 7 p.m.to 9 p.m.,
and Saturday II a.m. to 4 p.m. The
sign-up sheet is in Larrabee by the
snack shop door. You need only
sign-up for one.
Rachel Schwartz. director of the
show, said, "Anyone can audition,
especially if they are interested in
working with any production aspect of the show: painting scenery,
or the creative end ofpublicily, or
even if they just want to be involved
... but if they are interested in
auditioning they should have a
song that they feel comfortable
with and a one minute monologue
prepared."
So anyone interested in performing in the show, or who are just
curious, should either sign-up in
Larrabee, or eall Rachel atx3555 or
Stephanie at x4162.
1strongly advise it though. It is a
decision you will never forget.
Trust me.
February
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SPORTS
Hockey dominates
Wesleyan in 6-1 win
Temperatures were in the low
sixties as the week began in southern ConnecticuL It seemed like a
pecfect time to dust off the golf
clubs or softball bats and enjoy the
outdoor sporting life. By the end of
the week, however, the weather resembled the Arctic more than New
England, and more fitting sports
were skiing and hockey. Appropriately enough, hockey was exactly what was played at Dayton
Arena on Friday night and at
Wesleyan on Saturday afternoon
by Conn men's team. They were
defeated by Salem Stale 7-3 in the
first, but came back to upend the
Cardinals 6-1 in the latter.
In the first period Friday, it
looked as though the extreme chill
had had an energizing effect on the
Camels. Afterspotting Salem State
a goal, Conn responded with three
straight tallies to go up 3-1. Matt
Cann tied the game on assists from
Dustin Beaudry and Skip Miller at
13:41, and gave his team the lead
four minutes later with the help of
Dan Fox. Shortly thereafter, Chris
Hawk scored to put the Camels up
3-1 on assists from Ben Smith and
Rusty Stone.
From \hat poim on. \).owever. the
ice belonged to the visitors from the
north.

Salem Slate scored tive

goals in the second period to turn
the game around. "We committed
costly penalties," said senior Matt
Hopkins, explaining his team's
collapse in the middle period.
"Killing them off tired us OUL" he
added.
While Conn had little success
stopping Salem State on the
power-play, they had even less
success converting on their own
exira-man chances. "The powerplay hasn't been going well this
semester, " said Hopkins, commenting Conn's zero for six night
with an extra skater. "We haven't
been taking smart shots." Salem
State totaled seven goals despite
37 saves for Tom DiNanno, who
had to face a total of 44 shots.
Conn fired 27 on Salem Stale.
On an equally frigid Saturday
afternoon at Wesleyan, Conn
played for three periods the way
they had for one on Friday, as they
out-shot the Cardinals 38-24 en
route to their 6-1 triumph. Hawk
(two goals, two assists for the
game) opened the scoring at 14:55
of the first period off assists from
Rusty Stone (two assists) and Dan
Crowley, and scored again with
the aid of Crowley and Mark
Rooney 8:57 into the second to
give the Camels a 2-0 lead. 37
seconds later. Craig Johnson
scored off assists from Ray
Murray and Doug Jones to give

I

'"

.jj

"'"

'"

A Coon attackman provides one of the team's better scoring chances against Salem State.

Conn a commanding three goal advantage.
Ben Smith scored the
first of his two third-period goals at
14:16, and finished the scoring at
16:32 off assists from Hawk and
Stone. Kevin Magnani (11 saves)
and Todd Shestok (12 saves) split
time in goal for Conn. The Camels
have been using all of the netminders in recent games. DiNanno
played the entire sixty minutes in
Conn's 4-2 triumph at Norwich on
January 23, but each of the goalies
played a period in a 8-2 loss at

Middlebury one day earlier.
The last goal of the game was
Conn's first successful power-play
of the game and the only of six,
which indicates that the Camels
still have some room for improvement when they have a man advantage. They will need to play their
best on Friday when they host
Trinity at 7:30 in what Ray
Woishek said will be "a tough, importantleague game." Conn faces
off against lona the next day at 4:00.
Dave Roberts (two goals, both on

power plays, and five assists for the
season) is expected to make his
return from a shoulder injury over
the weekend and will help the Camels on the power play and on defense.
With a 5-8-1 overall record and
a 3-7-1 mark in their first year in
the ECAC East West, the Camels
need to make their move now. Although there is plenty of time before the weather
warms up
permenantly, Conn has plenty of
ground to make up.

Notebook
Men's Squash Wins last two matches
The men's squash team won their last two matches, and will host Amherst and
Fordham this week.
.

Women's swimming defeats Brandeis, Men's team loses third straight
The women's swim team was victorious of over Brandeis last Saturday, improving their
record to 3-3. Karen Grant joined the list of New England qualifiers which already
includes Laura Ewing, Carol Clew and Ann Carlow. The men lost their third straight
meet last Saturday. Next week both teams play host to Trinity.

Schmoozing_ with Dab and Pops:

Schmoozing unveils plan to revitalize Aspermac boxes

By Dobby Gibson

and
David Papadopoulous
The College Voice

Opening Remarks
Hey kids, we're back with one
more semester of embellishments,
fabrications,
and half-truths
(sounds a lot like the Canuck tetter,
doesn't it Rusty). We have to start
off this opening issue by tipping our
hats to one of Schmoozing's favorite-sons, Teddy Frischling, who
just recently scored his 1,000th
career point. God bless 'ya, Frisch!
Congratulations also to hoopster
Esty Wood who snared her I,OOOth
career rebound in action over the
break. Teddy Frischling and Esty
Wood - together making the
Camels the best they can be! ...
Frischling Unveils Secret to
Academic Success
Speaking of Frischling, we have
been entrusted by the college administration to publicly release his
fool-proof method to finding the
courses at Conn with the minimum

amount of substantive work. All
one needs to do is to attend the
course's opening day class and
keep an eye on the clock. If the
professor keeps you for the entire
class, Frischling says, 'Throw that
one right out." If the professor
keeps you for between a halfhour to
an hour, one should be, "very apprehensive about enrolling." Under a half hour, "you've found the
right one." An addendum to the
above rules from Frisch is never
commit to a class with a syllabus of
more than one page.
Claire
Gaudiani has gone on the record for
calling the Frischling method,
"Brilliant."
General
Westmoreland calls it, "Innovative." John Madden says, "I love
it." John Riuer is apparently releasing a follow up to his video program
Where There's a Wil/]here's an A
which Frischling will host. The
video is tentatively titled Where
There's a Will. a Phys-Ed or 100
Level Course, and a Tiny Syllabus,
There's an A.
Schmoozing NCAA Hoop
Team
We've assembled a learn of college hoopsters who Schmmoozing
endorses as just fun players to
watch. They aren't necessarily the.
best Div, I players in the country,
but they are certainl y close to it.
Guard Adonis Jordan, Kansas (a
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sheer pleasure ~ the premier pure
point guard in the land). Guard
Lawrence Moten, Syracuse (his
understanding of the game is awesome). Forward Donyell Marshall,
UConn (this Husky is good for at
least three highlights a night). Forward Jamaal Mashburn, Kentucky
(the "Monster Mash" with Pitinoforget about it). Forward Calbert
Cheaney, Indiana (the smoothest of
them all). And last but certainly not
least is Schmoozing's 6th man and
a Pops favorite, forward Chris
Street of Iowa who tragically
passed away this January at the age
oftwenty. We will never forget #40
on the ball.
The Legacy of Bryce Breen
It has now been eight months

II~

since the graduation of outstanding
Conn student-businessman Bryce
Breen, yet the Conn College campus is still littered with Breen's blue
ASPERMAC boxes. For those of
you who don't
remember
ASPER MAC was the ill-fated
campus video rental service that
Breen founded last year. The blue
boxes were placed around campus
for convenient movie drop- off.
Was ASPERMAC a brilliant venture falteringonly due to a sluggish
economy? Or, was it simply the
most asinine idea anyone has ever
had at Conn? We'll leave that for
you to ponder with Chad Marlow.
However, since Breen's ugly blue
metal boxes seem to be becoming
as much an immovable part of our
changing campus as the new A.C.,
the new Cro, or Bob Thomas and

on:

Jon Wales at a keg, Dob and Pops
felt we could do the campus a service by listing our TOP FIVE
THINGS TO DO WITH AN
ASPERMAC BOX (By the way,
we know Top Ten-like lists are just
about the most tired premise in
written comedy these days, but we
never claimed to be innovators or funny for that rnatter.):
5. Raise hamsters.
4.
Dorm room for Mike
Marchand or Rob Sumner.
3. Tiny racquetball games.
2. Turn them into a campus wide
keg-u-lator network. Refreshing,
ice-cold beer available 24-7.
I. With a little redecorating,
they become the miniature foundation for Conn's first fraternity/sororit houses.

SPORTS
1M Update:

Hounds win in 1M Floor Hockey
In an awesome display of floor
Brooks played excellent two-way
hockey
excellence,
Martha
hockey in leading the Hounds to
Burchart and Louise Brooks
victory.
tcame<!up for two goals with less
Hounds of Destruction barely
than 8 minutes remaining to lift
survived the semis, beating a deHounds of Destruction to a 2-0 win
termined SSS squad 3-2 in sudden
over Soccer with Sticks in the 1992 death. Two first period goals by
Intramural Women's Floor Hockey
Priscilla Pizzi got SSS off to a 2-0
championship.
start. The scoring combo of Pizzi
Both teams had their chances, but
and the league's all-time leading
the goaItending of Lauren Moran
scorer,LauraTseng,putconsistent
(HOD) and Colby McDonough . pressure on Hound's goalie
(SWS) kept the final scoreless until
Lauren Moran, but could only ring
the relentless combo of Burchart
up two scores.
and Brooks finally finished a 2 on I
Martha Burchart scored goals in
with 8 minutes left. Jen Eisenberg
the second and third stanzas to tie it
and Karen Mallegolputpressureon
in regulation. The winning goal,
the Hounds' goal, but they did not
perceived as somewhatcontrovercreate as many quality chances as
sial, was credited to Burchart as
BUIChartand Brooks.
she deflected a Brooks' pass from
Both teams had success in frusbehind the net for the deciding
trating their opponents' abilities to
tally.
create any consistent passing atSoccer with Sticks defeated last
tacks.Dumping the puck up and out
year'schamps, Chicks with Sticks,
was the order of the day. Soccer
7-2 in the other semi. Jen
with Sticks' backliners Sara Ciotti
Eisenberg led all scorers with four
and Bridgette Beaudoin kicked
goals and two assists in the romp.
away many Hounds' rushes. Louise
Jen Leonard added two goals for

the winners.
Spectacular spikes by Nick Taylor and the courageous blocking of
Dave Papadopoulos and Ray Flynn
led Team Deet to a 15-9, 15--9
sweep over Shzaann! in the 1992
Intramural Coed Volleyball final.
Both games were close early as
Shzaann!rode the strong digging of
Bonnie Silberstein,
Raj Vig,
Martha Vivian, and Meggan Cady.
Team Deet, who won the Fall
Beach Volleyball Tourney, got to
the final round by destroying the
Acocacolas 15-10, and then 15-2
in the clinching
game. The
Acocacolas, 16-1 in the regular
season, could not deal with Deer's
power lineup led by Taylor, Sara
Ciotti,
Megan
Hughes,
Papadopoulos, and Flynn.
Shzaann! had a tougher road to
the finals, squeaking by the Aerodynamic Monsters, 16-14, 15-13
in the other semi. Ben Tyrell'sjump
serve and consistent sets by Rob
Yauckoes led the Shzaam! win.
• The facts from this update are
complied by the Intermural office

Women's Squash beats Mt. Holyoke
By Julie Granot
Sports Editor

By destroying Mt. Holyoke 8-1
last Saturday, and Wesleyan 7-2
last Tuesday, the women's squash
team has improved

their record to

9-4 by winning seven out of their
last ten matches.
In their march at Mt. Holyoke it
was the depth of the team that really
allowed Conn to dominate as everyone from the fourth seed down
basically cleaned up in their
marches, with all of them winning
in just three games, At the number
one spot on the ladder, co-captain
Sara Bartholomew defeated her opponent in four games.
This was a big win for
Bartholomew because it was her
first time returning to the number
one spot after the foot injury she
suffered from earlier in the season.

She had missed the first two
marches of the season and played at
the number two spot when she first
returned.
The team also moved Sandy
Nicolls up one notch on the ladder
to the nurn ber three spot and
bumped co-captain Robyn Wallace
down to the number four spot.
Wallace easily won her match in
three games while Nicolls suffered a tough five game loss. At the
numbertwospotMargretShergalis
struggled a bit before squeaking out
a five game win in her match.
According to Bartholomew, this
really helped the Camels in their
victory last Saturday. "I think this
[new ladder] really strengthens our
team and we're much more comfortable with it," Bartholomew
said.
Last Tuesday Conn was also victorious beatin Wesle an 7-2.

---~-""'''''-:'''''
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However, according to Wallace the,]
""'.
score was not Indicative of how the,] 1,
Camels played. "We won 7-2 but ':; ~
we really weren't into it, and we ~ ,
"didn't play well." Wallace said. ~T~u-rn-e-r-g-oes~l:'"or:'"t'C-be
rebound \n the Camel's win against 'Trinity last week.
But, Wallace,also said that .their
match provided incentive agajnsl
Mt. Holyoke and helped Conn to
become more team oriented and
Continued from p.16
better disciplined in practices.
lead against Coast Guard on two time lead.
"Things weren't in order before,
The second half was played
but now they are, and there's much Frischling threes and a three from
more team effort," Wallace com- Satran. The Cannels held a double tightly, but the Bears pulled away to
digit lead for mOSIof the first half .a 56--62 lead after Conn missed the
mented.
Two weeks ago the Camels de- until the Bears attacked the 5:02 front ends of four late second half
feated Colby in a tournament at mark of the haIf when they un- one and ones. Conn battled back to
Williams, but suffered losses in leashed their first of three straight within one behind the tough inside
three pointers to bring the score play of Widmer, Turner, and
matches
against
Williams,
within two. After Coast Guard look Frischling with 13 seconds left in
Amherst andVassar.
This week the team is confident the lead on a lay up with 2:48 in the the game. A steal with thriteen
for its matches at Wesleyan this half, Turner ended the half with a seconds left ignited a Conn fast
lay up to give Conn a 46-45 half- break, and Satran was able to get the
Thursday and at home against
ball down to Frischling on the low
Wellesley this Saturday.
post. He turned to the middle of the
lane and putupa five footjump shot
that barely rolled out over the outstretched hands of Turner. "I replayed that ShOIin my head I ()()()
times and each time it wouldn't fall
out," said Schoepfer. "We were on
the break, and we got the ball to our
I
best offensive player down on the
low post. He got a great shot off,
and it just wouldn't go."

Specializing in
Freshly Made
Pasta and Pasta

Accompaniments
LUNCH and
TAKE-OUT
MENU

223 Thames' St., Groton, CT 06340

203-445-5276
Gourmet Pasta Shop & Restaurant
Hours: Monday - Sunday 11 - 9

Men's hoops end streak
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600 camps in
the USA, Russia,
and Europe
need yon
this summer.
For the best summer 01 your file.
see your career center tor more
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USA @ 800-999-CAMP
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CCUSA
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SPORTS
B, Matt Burst8a
Asood'" Sports EdI....

As befits a diverse student body,
there is no typical way for a Conn
student to spend his or her winter
vacation. Some may have basked
in tropical rays on Caribbean
beaches while others may have
tested their dexterity andcold toleranceon the slopes of Vermont. Still
others may have worked to make
money, and some (believe it or not)
may have continued academic pursuits. Finally, there is a percentage
of the campus who, if asked what
they did over break, would simply
respond, ''Nothin'.''

Nothing, however, is exactly the
opposite of what the Conoecticut
College women's basketball team
did during January. They contin- .
ued their five-game winniog streak
into the new year to up their record
to 8-1.
Even the resumption of classes
could not stop their winning ways.
A 75-60 victory over UMassDartmouth Tuesday, an 81-47 annihilation of Coast Guard Thursday, and a 62-59 triumph at Trinity
last Saturday night improved the
team's mark to II-I.
Following their only setback of
\he season, a one-point overtime
loss 10 Westfield Slate, lbe team
took a hiatus from hitting jumpers
in order 10 hit l.he books for exams.

But J3 days before most students
returned from the longest vacation
in the free world, Conn took the
court against Wellesley. Still full of
holiday cheer, the Camels gave the
gift of a blowout to their guests,
triumphing 60-39.
Two nights

later they extended the same
present at Mount Hal yoke, trouncing their hosts 80-42. The Camels
returned home to stiffer competition but were able to squeak by
Amherst 55-53 and Albertus
Magnus 59-57. Conn next found
itselfin scenic Worcester, taking on
a tough Clark squad. Their 75-60
victory was due in no small part to
the efforts of Esty Wood. ,The A1lAmerican ripped down her lOOOth
career rebound in the contest, enabling her to pass Laura Brunner for
the school record.
All good things must come to an
end, and winter break is unquestionably a good (and long) thing.
The Camels were not overly distraught, however, by the first day of
classes, as evidenced by .their performance on Tuesday against
UMass-Dartmouth.
The visitors
stayed with Conn through most of
the first-half when, trailing only
19-16 with 7:15 showing on the
clock, the hosts began to pull away ..
Mamie Sher (eight points on the
night) converted on a fast-break
lay-up to put herteam up by five. A
hook shot by W nod (15 pts.) less
than a minute later gave the Camels
a seven point advantage, and Erika
Gillis's uncontested lay-up (two of
her nine pts.) with four minutes to
play gave Conn its largest lead of
thehaJf.29-J8. VMass-Dartmoulh
trailed 36-26 at the intennission,
and 40--26 after Wood converted
another basket two minutes into the
second-half. The visitors were able
to pull within five at the mid-way
point of the half when Conn shots
would not fall, but they came no
closer. A jumper by C. J. Stuart

Men's basketball breaks losing
streak with 88-73 win over Trinity
By Noah Gftldner
The College Voice

The men's basketball team
scored a convincing 8S-73 victory
over Trinity in Hartford last Saturday to end an eight game losing
skid. The Camels avenged an earlier 18 point loss to the Bantams,
who represented loss number five
in the losing streak. In last
Tuesday's
game
at Luce
Fieldhouse, Conn lost to Coast
Guard 68--ti9, as a Ted Frischling
turn around jumper rimmed out in
the waning seconds of the game.
As usual, Will Betts and
Frischling put up superlative numbers against Trinity, scoring 22 and
21 points, respectively. Center Bob
Turner added nine points, despite
. picking up three fouls in the firstten

minutes, but it was perhaps unsung
heros Tom Satran and Eric Widmer
who provided the biggest spark for
the Camels. Satran, who started his
second game in a row in place of the
injuredWill Manuel, responed with
nine points, and Widmer, who has
built a reputation on hustle and defense added 14. "Eric Widmer
played his ass off," commented
Turner.
Conn broke open a close game
just before the half, going on an 8run, sparked by a Frischling three
pointer, to take a 45-31 halftime
lead. Trinity gotto within six points
of the Camels, before they resorted
to fouling late in the second half.
Head coach Martin Schoepfer
employed a 1-3-1 zone defense for
the majority of the game, forcing
the Bantams to take outside shots

o

and enabling the undersized
Camels to collapse on the Trinity
big men. Schoepfer used the same
game plan in the first game
against Trinity, but switched to a
man to man defense because the
Bantams were connecting from
outside. ''We wanted to play zone

because they can't shoot from the
outside," said Schoepfer. "Regardless of what happened we
were going to stick with the
zone."

Instead of reverting to the man
to man to containg the Bantams'
best outside shooter, the Camels
went to a "Box and One" defense
which enabled them to guard one
player especially tight, yet still
collapse on the big men.
Conn jumped out to an early
See Men's Hoops p. 15

Athlete of the Week
This week's Athlete of The Week award goes to seniors TESTY WOOD and TED FRISCHLING. WOOD was an asset to her
team in their 7S-{iO victory over Clark she grabbed her llOOOth career rebound and set a school record. FRISCHLING, who has
been a leader for the men's baketball team throughout tthe season, scored his lOOOthpoint in Conn's loss to the Coast Guard.

